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Over 5 years and a billion downloads, Supercell’s Clash of Clans (“CoC”) 
had drawn a massive community. But in 2017, a sense of apathy was 
creeping into the video game. Fan forums were growing quieter. CoC’s 
social following had flatlined. Players complained that the never-ending 
cycle of Clan warfare felt stale. 
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CELEBRATING AN UNLIKELY HERO
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In over five years and a billion downloads, phone game Clash 
of Clans has drawn a massive community. But in 2017, players 
were beginning to feel antsy about the the never-ending cycle 
of Clan warfare. Supercell (the game’s developer) knew that 
the fifth anniversary presented an opportunity to re-energize 
the game and reinforce its cultural stature. 

The only problem:  the timing of the 5th anniversary didn't line 
up with the next big scheduled game update. So we couldn't 
just rely on the rollout of an awesome game feature or new 
character

We uncovered an insight: the legacy of great games isn’t 
great code; it’s great characters. A new game story could 
radically impact players’ relationship with CoC. 

We created a story from an unexpected perspective that 
represented a totally new dynamic within the game. One 
where our hero wasn’t a warrior. He was the humble Builder. 

The Builder’s adventure played out as a month long event that 
attracted a massive fandom: resulting in 187,000,000 organic 
views on YouTube, 6,100,000 Instagram likes, and 500,000+ 
visitors to sites worldwide. 

SUMMARY
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Clash of Clans is a real-time strategy 
war-game. It’s one of the most popular and 
highest grossing phone games in the world. 
On any given day, millions log on to attack 
rival Clans and defend their villages. 
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Supercell is under constant pressure in a fiercely competitive 
market vying for the attention of 2.6 billion gamers. A cycle of 
unrelenting innovation (over 500 new games are submitted to 
the App Store every day) and disruptive megahits like 
Pokémon Go meant Clash of Clans could lose its footing at any 
moment. 

The average lifespan of a successful mobile game is three 
months. CoC had made it five years.

THE SITUATION

But instead of celebrating the past, Supercell wanted to focus 
on the future. In the words of the game’s lead developer, 
“We’d never want people to think the game’s best days 
were behind it.”

To renew players passion for Clash, Supercell wanted to make 
the game feel new again.

2012-2021 GLOBAL GAMES MARKET
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CHALLENGE #1
 

In the past, Supercell had asked us to help launch a 
game-changing new feature or crazy supervillain to drive 
engagement. But this time, we needed a new plan—one that 
required minimal development time to pull off.
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CHALLENGE #2
 

CoC had a huge, vibrant fandom worldwide. Fans don’t 
think of Clash as “just a phone game.” They’d given Clash 
their time, money and energy for years. 

To win them over we would need to speak to them 
personally and bring new value to their gameplay. 
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Drive engagement with a global community of active and lapsed Clash players.

Get them talking, engaging and playing with one another because the more they interact 
with each other, the more often they play.

Translate that engagement into in-game participation by doing something so big 
that it actually impacts the way players interact with the game. 

3 LINKED OBJECTIVES
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INSIGHT #1
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INSIGHT #1

Countless other phone games attempted to cash in on Clash’s 
popularity by borrowing liberally from CoC’s design. 

Yet Clash prevailed, thanks to one magical element that 
couldn’t be copied: the gameworld.  

An analysis of player verbatim found that fans weren’t just 
discussing game strategy; they were deeply engaged with the 
characters and fantasizing about the gameworld. 

“This makes me see the witches as some kind of babysitter 
cause there’s always that one skeleton that never goes where 
you want it. And his name is Larry.” (1)

Clash of Clans’ characters had depth and backstory…. from the 
sound of Hog Rider’s voice to the relationship between Giants 
and Archers. This positive engagement with the characters 
made players feel more invested in CoC. We could use that 
bond to reconnect. 

101: REDDIT: AUGUST 2015
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INSIGHT #2
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INSIGHT #2

From the outside, Clash might’ve looked like it was all 
about fighting. 

But in global focus groups (1), many players revealed that they 
weren’t as passionate about warring as they were about 
building and expanding their bases. They meticulously crafted 
elaborate defenses, spent hours arranging and rearranging 
their base layouts, and proudly shared their designs. They even 
collected and purchased base decorations. 

Building was the game within the game. 

121: JAN/FEB 2017 LONDON, CHICAGO, SHANGHAI
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The Builder is unlike any other character in Clash—he has no 
hit points, special weapons or spells. All he did was build and 
rebuild player’s villages. 

Yet despite being the personification of what makes the game 
so satisfying, the humble Builder was totally overlooked. 

Players complained about the Builder’s speed and made fun of 
his goofy demeanor. He got none of the glory and all of the 
blisters. 

He was the hero players had never considered before. 

AN UNLIKELY HERO
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THE BRIEFSTRATEGY
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We thought about the Builder’s life and identified a 
universal truth connecting him to players: we all 
know how it feels to be underappreciated. Then, we 
let our imaginations run wild. What if, after 5 years, 
the Builder had finally had enough of doing all the 
hard work with no thanks? What if the Builder left 
Clash to join our world? Where his creations could 
be real and appreciated, and he could connect with 
players in an entirely new way?

To bring players back into the game, we would 
tell a story about a hero leaving. 

THE IDEA
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THE COMMS STRATEGY
 

Based on our creative brief, we developed a 
phased narrative where the Builder would leave 
the game (yes, really!), taking him on an adventure 
where he’d build all sorts of awesome things. In 
his absence the game’s other characters would 
have to build for themselves. Their inexperience 
would lead to mishaps in the village, eventually 
leading to the need for the Builder to return and 
save the day. 
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COMMS PRINCIPLE #1

Bringing the Builder into our world wasn’t just a fun exercise; 
it also served a very important purpose: It was our ticket to 
getting the game’s developers excited. Without major work, 
they could extend the narrative into the game and draw 
players in. 

Working side-by-side with the game team, we sequenced 
our storytelling between two key channels: 

● Activities unfolding live in-game, 
● and interactive out-of-game extensions 

To minimize our need for paid media, we would send fans 
in-game to content out-of-game and vice versa.
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COMMS PRINCIPLE #2
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We designed a month-long story around tentpole 
moments for mass awareness and sustained daily beats for 
hyper-involved fans. Big moments meant no one got lost, 
while easter eggs kept superfans invested.
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Finally, we knew our story wouldn’t be told in a vacuum. 
Players would be active participants. So we identified 3 key 
storytelling spaces—with the understanding that we were 
only in control of 2. 

“VOICE OF THE BUILDER” 
Channels that led the story from the Builder’s point of view

“VOICE OF SUPERCELL”
Channels that maintain the story from the brand’s point of view

“VOICE OF THE COMMUNITY”
Key forums where fans actively lead the narrative
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COMMS PRINCIPLE #3
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CHAPTER 1:
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One morning, unsuspecting players 
opened Clash of Clans to find the 
Builder had gone missing. 

THE BUILDER’S LEFT!
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THE COMMUNITY LEARNS WHY

In the game, tapping the Builder’s abandoned 
hut opened a film on YouTube recounting how 
the Builder had left the game because he was 
feeling underappreciated. 
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THE WORLD TAKES NOTICE
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PLAYERS EXPERIENCE A 
BUILDERLESS WORLD
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The developers made it appear that other 
popular Clash characters had stepped into 
the Builder’s role. In-the-game and in social 
feeds, the role reversal produced a steady 
stream of amusing game content. 
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CHAPTER 2:
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Meanwhile, a game inbox message notified players that 
the Builder had taken over the @ClashofClans 
Instagram. Reddit went to work hunting for clues and 
uncovered more sightings on LinkedIn, Craigslist… and 
strangely enough, some fliers posted in New York City. 

THE BUILDER SEES THE WORLD
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THE BUILDER STARTS TO BUILD

An image pack and AR filter of the 
Builder was released so players could 
create and post their own sightings.
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CHAPTER 3:
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THE BUILDER BUILDS IN BROOKLYN 
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Then, without warning, a massive 14-foot structure 
appeared on the Brooklyn waterfront. 
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AND ALL OVER THE WORLD
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New surprise structures 
popped up in Shanghai, Seoul, 
Venice Beach and London. 
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THE BUILDER TRIES TO HELP
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Each structure blended gameworld 
elements with thoughtful real-world 
purpose. Tesla Tower charged phones, 
Airsweepers cooled off city streets and 
water cannons refreshed beachgoers. 
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Images popped up on local news, passers-by 
shared filtered photos on Snapchat and 
35,000 fans tuned into the Builder’s 
live-streamed reveal on Instagram. 

THE COMMUNITY SHARES 
THEIR GRATITUDE
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THE BUILDER REACHES FAR
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We’d love to have planted real Builder 
creations in every city in the world, but 
we couldn’t do so within visiting 
distance of every fan. Digital would 
need to make him real for everyone. 

Daily travel posts collected hundreds
of thousands of likes and thousands
of comments with suggestions and 
well-wishes. 
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THE GAME SEEKS A 
REPLACEMENT
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The Supercell corporate jobs board 
created a posting for a replacement 
Builder, and received hundreds of 
applications (even a video application 
from the writers room of The Simpsons.)
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CHAPTER 4:
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THE BUILDER HEADS HOME
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As the month came to an end, it was 
clear to the Builder where he was 
needed most. He returned to his home 
as a hero.  Several hundred thousand 
players even paid for a Builder statue to 
decorate their villages. 
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CAMPAIGN ROLLOUT OVERVIEW
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RESULTS

MILLIONS OF FANS LOGGED-IN TO PLAY 
AND PARTICIPATE IN BUILDER’S THE STORY. 
 

● 2 animations, 187 million organic YouTube views

● Positive sentiment led to a 23% uptick in “joy” 

on Crimson Hexagon 

● Experiential sites in six cities attracted 500,000+ visitors

● The @ClashofClans Instagram grew by 600k followers 
(+15%) and drew 6 million likes 

● Nearly 30,000 called the Builder’s hotline or friended 
him on LinkedIn. 

● In Facebook’s AR beta, we blew-out the benchmarks with 
4.1 million AR videos and photos

● 40 media mentions garnered 72 million impressions
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